
SMSC Statement – Design 
 
The Design department contribute to pupils SMSC development by: 
In art, craft, design and technology pupils explore visual, tactile and other sensory 
experiences to communicate ideas and meanings. They work with traditional and new 
media, developing confidence, competence, imagination and creativity. They learn to 
appreciate and value images and artifacts across times and cultures, and to understand the 
contexts in which they were made. In art, craft, design and technology, pupils reflect critically 
on their own and other people’s work, judging quality, value and meaning. They learn to 
think and act as artists, craftspeople and designers, working creatively and intelligently. They 
develop an appreciation of art, craft, design and technology, and its role in the creative and 
cultural industries that enrich their lives. 
 
Spiritual development 
 
The Design curriculum is dependent on the students’ ability to enquire and communicate 
their ideas, meanings and feelings. Students will investigate visual, tactile and other sensory 
qualities of their own and others work across the subjects within design. We want to develop 
independent thinking that enables students to develop their ideas and be able to express 
these in an appropriate media.  
We strive to build confidence in students through a variety of projects using a variety of 
materials/ ingredients; building skill as they go. Ideas are explored and developed 
throughout the rotations and own judgements are used to allow students to progress. All 
projects encourage personal outcomes that show individuality and purpose.  Students are 
expected to adapt and modify work as they develop ideas through reflections and 
evaluations. 
 
KS3  
In year 7 students are given the skills to be able to use materials and technology confidently 
in each subject area. They are expected to express their own ideas and also express 
themselves creatively. During year 8 students are given more choice within the projects to 
develop more independence. This choice includes own artists and designers based on a 
theme and they also get a wider choice of materials. This element of choice and 
independence is expected to develop further in year 9.   
KS4   
Students are taught to experiment and trust in their own judgements throughout their chosen 
design subject and students are given options of resources and equipment and the freedom 
to use different materials and ingredients together to improve their creative responses. 
Encouraging personal and individual responses to the specifications and art projects is vital 
for students to develop understanding.  
 
Moral development 
 
Throughout the course students are encouraged to look at work that will often pose a moral 
question. The student’s outcomes are supported with a rationale or a meaning that will often 
convey a message. 
 
RM- 6rs, sustainability, ethical issues regarding design and manufacturing 
Food- 6rs, sustainability, ethical issues regarding design and manufacturing, consider the 
moral issues behind food production and diet. Is it morally wrong to kill animals for food? 
Should genetically modified foods be available? They also consider free range and factory 
farmed food and the moral dilemmas when buying these. 



Art/ textiles/ Graphics- Issues such as graffiti vs vandalism, new technology and how it 
affects art and society, commercialism and materialism in the Pop Art project. Students are 
asked to produce art, textiles and graphics that show a concept and/or meaning.   
 
Social development 
Students work is celebrated throughout the school and displayed in many areas and also 
celebrated on our school website. Students are expected to have their own views on artwork 
and products that already exist and students are expected to have their own opinions on 
their work and others’ work. They give regular peer feedback and assessment and learn how 
this supports their creative journey.  
 
Students regularly work with external practitioners to inspire students own work and enquiry 
of a topic. 
Eg. Portsmouth University students come into school and provide workshops for year 9,10 
and 11 in graphics, art and textiles.  
Students have worked with other schools in the city on a Ben Ainsley mural in the city. 
RM and Food learn about society through target markets and how it impacts on their brief 
and to develop their specifications.  
 
Cultural development 
 
Throughout the projects students will explore artists and cultures to develop their knowledge 
and understanding of ideas and concepts and identify how meanings are conveyed.  
Students will be exposed to a wide variety of cultures, beliefs and religions. Through their 
investigations they will research and explore the religious and non-religious beliefs adopted 
by a variety of cultures from around the world.  
 
KS3 
Students work research a variety of different artists and cultures to develop ideas on what is 
art/ textiles/ Graphics and the importance of visual communication. Our SOL include 
researching and looking at work from other cultures and in year 7 we provide students with a 
SOL that is solely based on Multiculturalism and food provides a SOL called ‘Foods from 
around the world’ in year 8. In many SOL we also provide students with local artists and 
craftspeople and use themes such as The Memphis Design Group and Contemporary Pop 
Art to be able to explore more recent cultural changes in art and design. We provide all 
students with a trip to a London Gallery/ Museum during KS3 and at KS4 students that have 
opted for Art, Textiles, Graphics and RM visit Brighton Pavilion and museum. Other trips and 
workshops out of school that develop student’s cultural understanding are provided by the 
museums at dockyard. 
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